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1. ABOUT THE EXCHANGE AND PROGRAM
Mental health in young people is an important factor of being able to cope with challenges and
changes through their later adult life. We can all agree that modern life is full of challenges and
quick responses to the environment are crucial. This can lead to the life of stress and anxiety,
which can be resolved in a healthy or unhealthy way. More and more young people are used to
resolving psychological challenges through different activities that can result in some type of
addiction (chemical: alcohol, tobacco; non-chemical: social media, games). Youth organizations
are a place where involved young people spend a lot of their time. From our experience, most of
those organizations do not address their members’ mental health in any way.
There are many different types of activities, which youth organizations can use to maintain strong
mental health of their members and show them how to implement these activities in their everyday
life. With this international exchange, we wanted to share our experiences and help partner youth
organizations to find the best way, how they can implement good practices in maintaining high
levels of good mental health when working with young people and influence their members’
lifestyles in a good way.
Through different methods and workshops participants learned how to cope with stress and
different types of conflict resolution that can help them improve their skills with engaging with
young people. Through different types of group work they made a list of ideas and tips how youth
organizations can help their young volunteers improve their mental health.

MAIN OBJECTIVES AND THEMES OF THE EXCHANGE:
-

Evaluating the state of mental health in different countries through intercultural dialogue,

-

Finding out why is mental health important to young people through interactive workshops,

-

Raising awareness among participants how they can address their mental health and help them
implement it in their lifestyle,

-

Defining guidelines that participants can share among the young people in their local
community.

There were 50 participants from Lithuania, Estonia, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Portugal, Turkey,
Hungary, Spain, Poland and Slovenia – 5 participants from each country.

ABOUT NO EXCUSE SLOVENIA
No Excuse Slovenia is a youth organization in public interest that strives for positive social change
and personal growth of young people. With the help of non-formal education, it encourages young
people to more active social participation and activation of their peers.
Young people in No Excuse Slovenia are spending their free time in a healthy way. They are raising
awareness among other young people about actual topics and stimulating their critical thinking.

The organization through its various projects promotes and advocates for sustainable development,
healthy lifestyle and active citizenship of young people.
It got several recognitions by national and international organizations, out of which, the main ones:
•

European Commission’s Award for the Best Youth Practice on “Empowering young people
through meetings with decision makers” in the Youth in Action 2007-13 Programme
(for the project First European Alcohol Policy Youth Conference in 2012);

•

European Network for Smoking and Tobacco Prevention Award for Outstanding Contribution
to the Tobacco Control Field (from 2006 to 2016);

•

Cut Films Judges’ Choice Award Winner for short videos on tobacco (Category: 20 – 25 years)
for the clip “Then why are we here?” (2016);

•

Slovenian Ministry of Education, Science and Sports Award for Longstanding Contribution to
the Development of the Youth Field to Jan Peloza (2015);

•

Za zdravje mladih Award for the Best practice on Health Promotion among Young People for
the project “Mystery Shopping on Alcohol” led by Lucija Pečlin (2016);

•

World Health Organization’s European Environment and Health Process (EEHP) recognition
of the YU-SEE partnership as a Good Practice on Meaningfully Engaging Young People in the
Environmental Health Process (2015);

•

2018 EU Health Award for NGOs Working to Prevent Tobacco Use

•

European Health Forum Gastein shortlisted a joint project with APYN entitled Let it hAPYN
for the European Health Award 2016.

1.1

PARTNERS IN THE PROJECT

COUNTRY

PARTNER ORGANIZATION

SLOVENIA

YOUTH NETWORK NO EXCUSE

LITHUANIA

VIESOJI ISTAIGA JAUNIMO LAISV ALAIKIO
CENTRAS

PORTUGAL
SPAIN
SLOVAKIA
CZECH
REPUBLIC

ASSOCIACAO CHECK-IN – COOPERACAO
E DESENV OLVIMENTO
ASOCIACION EGERIA DESARROLL
O SOCIAL
A.D.E.L. – ASSOCIATION FOR
DEVELOPMENT, EDUCATION AND
LABOUR
UNITED GAMES OF NATIONS –
CZECH REPUBLIC

ESTONIA

SEIKLEJATE VENNASKOND

HUNGARY

EN KINT EGYESULET

POLAND

STOWARZYSZENIE MOJE MARZENIA
SPELNIAJA SI E

TURKEY

CIVIL LIFE ASSOCIATION

2.

USED METHODS

Throughout whole exchange we divided themes of mental health into 3 different parts. During
first days we were learning theoretically about self-image, conflicts and stress while during
afternoon session we tested new gained knowledge through practice. Second part of the exchange
was sharing different ideas through intercultural and intergenerational dialogue, which ensured
collective building of the ideas and in the third part of the exchange made it possible to wrap
together a list of suggestions for youth organizations on how to improve mental health in young
people.
Using different methods, we created a stress-free environment and deep connection between
participants which gave them opportunity to express their ideas freely. We tried to show
participants what a supportive environment can do for improving mental health in young people.
We present different methods and in what context we used them below.

2.1. FRONTAL PRESENTATIONS
Frontal presentations were used in the Introduction of the exchange and in the beginning of each
workshops and practice sessions to ensure everybody got the basic information about the session
and to ensure structure of the program. The examples using this method are showed in the Picture
1 and 2. Frontal presentations were also used to present a product during group work sessions.
In this way, the participants had a possibility to improve their English and public speaking skills,
through presenting their group ideas to other participants.

2.2. GROUP WORK
This method was used in several different contexts to produce different ideas from different
cultural backgrounds, different experiences and views, so the tips and examples of improving
mental health could be easily transferred into any other youth organization. With this method
they improved social competences of participants and they could see the topic from different
points of view, which expanded their knowledge about the topic and improved their problemsolving skills. Because in the exchange there were 50 participants, we used group work as an
example to work on specific topics, since it is easier to involve people in smaller groups. In these
settings also, new friendships emerged.

2.3. ANONYMOUS HELP
In the Workshop Conflict management, the facilitator used this method to show participants an
example why people solve other conflicts with ease in comparison to personal problems. With
this method, each participant wrote their problem on a Post it and put it in the box. After each
one of participants draw somebody else’s problem and tried to write a solution to it. After the
workshop each participant found their own problem with an objective solution to it. In that way
participants gathered that asking for help is nothing embarrassing and that conflict is typically
seen as something negative to you, but acts like a simple problem to others.

2.4. PROBLEM SOLVING
Problem solving methods were used in connection to answer a question »How can Youth
organizations improve mental health in young people«? Facilitator divided work of such
organizations on different related fields, so participants could concentrate on each field at a time.
The whole list is presented in the next chapter 3.

The method was also used to practice learned theory about self-image. We put some papers with
typical negative comments or stories from young adults and each one of them we put on the
balloon. Groups were formed and they tried to come up with a positive response how they would
give advice to such a person.

2.5. BRAINSTORMING
Brainstorming is most commonly used method to gather a lot of different ideas about solving a
problem, where through not judging the ideas, it can produce very high number of ideas in a
short period of time and some of the ideas can be extravagant or »out of this world«.
Brainstorming was used in the exchange for example in the session »Are you feeling
ssstresssed?«.
Participants were asked to put ideas of how can stress affect different fields of our life
(relationships, job/school, health, big changes in your life, family, loss).

2.6. PROACTIVE CAFFE FOR PROJECT PLANNING
This method was used in the last part of the exchange to ensure of concrete project ideas that
could pose as an example for other youth organizations. The method consists of gaining collective
information of all the participants in a calm and relaxed setting as in a cafe. Each level gives
participants another question to talk about and the ideas or answers contribute to project ideas
at the table. More on Proactive Cafe can be read here http://www.theworldcafecommunity.org/.
To start our Proactive Cafe, we firstly invited our participants to sit in a circle. After a quick
energizer we finished with a game that every participant got a pair. In pairs they were asked
that in next 15 minutes they try to write a quick idea about the project, they both think that
would improve mental health between young people (locally, nationally or internationally). After
15 minutes we got 20 different ideas for a project and every idea was posted on the wall of the
room.
After that each participant got two post it notes and were asked to »vote« for two ideas for the
project idea he/she likes and it’s not their own. Project examples are shown in Chapter 4.

2.7. ROLEPLAY
We used role-play to put theoretical learnings into practice about conflict management styles.
Participants were divided in smaller groups and each of them got a card with the situation written
on it. Three groups had the same situation, but each group had different style of conflict to use
for solving it. Their solution was presented as a role-play drama setting, where participants had a
lot of fun.

2.8. SILENT MINDMAPPING
Silent mind mapping is actually contributing ideas into a mind map but the participants are in
silence. We used this method for the part to contribute ideas and associations on how can
stress affect different areas of our life. In that way we made sure every participant was feeling
comfortable enough to contribute his or her own ideas without feeling self-conscious by
comparing himself to others and also they got a chance to »speak« without feeling a big
problem with language barrier.
We used flipcharts with different concepts written on different tables in a big workshop room.
When participants came into the room they were given a pencil, and were asked to write any
association on how stress is connected to different part of our lives. Participants were able to
contribute their ideas in silence and facilitators put on also some relaxing music, so the session
had an anti-stress addition. Participants could move freely around the room and contributed their
ideas in areas they wanted.

Picture 3: Examples of posters at the end of a “Silent” mindmapping – what connection do you see at the stress
with the concept on the flipchart?

3.

IMPROVING MENTAL HEALTH

In this chapter we present you our collective ideas on how to improve mental health of young
people through different areas. We identified these areas: Social media (because it is in strong
connection with self-image of young people), Activities of youth organizations, During meetings
with volunteers and Non-formal Socializing. The ideas are shown below.

3.1. ON SOCIAL MEDIA
•
»Happy place« competition (photography contest)
•
Interesting facts about mental health and how to improve it
•
Make videos concerning mental health and post shares on Twitter, Facebook and Youtube
+ meditation and yoga
•
Making support groups so people with same issues can help each other
•
Share Meme’s related to mental health
•
Sharing opportunities (youth exchanges, training courses)
•
Sharing the videos of NGO’s events
•
Social media campaigns about mental health (Facebook)
•
Teaching young people how to use social media properly
•
Usage of different popular social media
•
Usage of hashtags - #Nofilter #filterage #nomakeup etc.

3.2. WITH ACTIVITIES
Activities for improving Mental health:
•
Cooking
•
Energizers
•
Name games
•
Music events
•
Sports (Running, Walking...)
•
Team building activities
•
Volunteering
•
Youth exchanges
•
Camping - technology free, no wi-fi
•
Doing yoga and meditation
•
Europe in the city – learn how to cooperate together, self-evaluation
•
Hiking, feel the nature
•
Pancakes evening, Christmas events (secret Santa, etc.)
•
Teaching self defense
•
Walking with pets
•
Water sports (relaxing, fun, …)
•
Weekend for volunteers – members spend time together, discussing next projects,
exchanges, activities

3.3. DURING MEETINGS
•

Punishments for being late:
1. do the dishes
2. some kind of challenge
3. workout

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creating new seminars on mental health topics
Energizers
Expert visits
Giving positive feedback for each one
Listening to everybody’s opinion
Mutual respect
No phones during meeting
Sharing your ideas and feeling freely
Speak about myths around mental issues

3.4. NON FORMAL SOCIALIZING
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Board games
Cultural night
Going to pool
Just Dance
Karaoke
Languages meetings (learning a new language)
Movie night
Non-alcoholic drinking games (drinking juice, milk, water, etc.)
Petting animals
Relaxing techniques
Role-play activities
Saying »Hi« to strangers or giving people high five
Sharing meetings
Siesta together
Simulation games (fighting for chairs, ...)
Sports and other physical activities
Star watching
Trust related games (to build sense of trust in a group)
Yoga

4. PROJECT EXAMPLES FOR IMPROVING MENTAL HEALTH OF YOUNG
PEOPLE

